Meeting Minutes – Robotic Horizons

10/17/2008
11:30 AM
Mind Works Office

Jay McCormack – Advisor
Aaron Goodin - Mentor
Tim Palmer
Eli Henson
KC Akuretiya
David MeHaffey
Nick Yankee
Mark Pennington
Matt Cerro

**Assigned Action Items:**
Still need team picture
First Design Review scheduled for October 31, 2008 at 11:30 AM in EE Conference Room

**Initial Concept Review:**

**Rail Gun**
Temp - +
Retrievable Payload - +/-
Range - +/-
Accuracy - +/-
Power Consumption – ?

**Catapult**
Temp - +/-
Retrievable Payload - +/-
Range - +/-
Accuracy - +/-
Power Consumption – +/-

**R/C Car**
Temp - -
Retrievable Payload - +/-
Range - +/-
Accuracy - +
Power Consumption – -

**Note: Removed from list**

**Telescoping**
Temp - +/-
Retrievable Payload - +
Range - -
Accuracy - +/-
Power Consumption – -

Note: Removed from list

Compressed Gas/Propellant
Temp - -
Retrievable Payload - +/-
Range - +/-
Accuracy - +/-
Power Consumption – +

Sling/Lasso
Temp - +/-
Retrievable Payload - +/-
Range - +/-
Accuracy - +/-
Power Consumption – +/-

Action Items:
Gather more information on initial design concepts
  Propellent/Compressed Gas – KC and Mark (10/23)
  Rail Gun – Tim (10/23)
  Catapult – Eli and Matt (10/23)
  Lasso/Sling – David (10/23)

Next Meeting:
10/23/2008
3:30 PM
Mind Works Office